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TOBACCO FLAVOR CHART

BRAND: _____________________________ NAME:  ___________________________   TYPE: ____________________ 

Directions: Choose all descriptors that apply to the cigar you are smoking. 

Report Cigar Profiles: Body:                               ����������Flavor: �����Strength: 

ANIMAL SWEET SPICY WOODY VEGETAL EARTHY CHEMICALLY 
Meat Caramel Licorice/ Anise Cedar Fresh grass Dirt/Earth Astringent
Roasted meat Toffee Black Pepper Oak Dry grass Peat Mineral
Venison Cocoa White Pepper Smoke Wet grass Old cellar Bitter
BBQ Chocolate Chili Pepper Toasted Fresh hay Dust Ammonia
Gamey Bittersweet Cloves Charred/ Burnt Wet hay Mold Oxidized
Musk Sugar Nutmeg Wine Cask Alfalfa Manure Soap
Manure Vanilla Mulling spice Tannic Herbal Barnyard Sulfur
Smoked meat Molasses Cinnamon Dark Roast coffee Mushroom Chicken coup Burnt match

Honey Ginger Paper Moss Must Tar 
Buttery Orange Peel Aromatic tobacco Roasted Nuts Mildew Diesel 
Creamy Salt Mesquite Raw Nuts Moss Kerosene 
Fresh Fruit Hickory Wet forest Wet cardboard Charcoal 
Dried fruit  Espresso 
 Heavy tobacco
 

 
 

Choosing multiple descriptors
Choosing multiple descriptors
To choose multiple descriptors, Control-click or Command-click (Mac) multiple descriptors.

http://www.stogiefresh.com
http://tobacconistuniversity.org/
Body, Flavor and Strength
Body, Flavor and Strength
Body is the texture or feel of the tobacco and the smoke on our palate and respiratory mucosa. These textures or the sensations they produce in the mouth and nose can be either more or less prominent, representing fuller or lighter body. Spicy cigars may tingle my tongue or savory ones may feel "heavy" on my palate.Flavor is our perception of the taste and smell of a cigar. When I use descriptors like "bittersweet," "charred oak," or "barnyard," these are descriptions of either aroma or taste or both. Use the descriptors on this chart to train yourself to recognize and identify flavors.Strength is the combined affect of the tobacco chemicals on our internal systems. It is not uncommon to feel strength in your gut or in your head if a cigar is strong. The intensity of your reaction to the cigar chemicals (i.e., "rush," nicotine hit," "woozy feeling," etc.), will determine how strong a cigar is for you.ALL of these perceptions are unique to our own experience.
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